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The interference between resonance signal and continuum background can be either constructive
or destructive, depending on the relative sign of couplings between the signal and background
amplitudes. Different interference schemes lead to asymmetric distortions of the resonance line
shape, which could be distinguished in experiments, when the internal resonance width is larger
than the detector resolution. Interpreting the ATLAS diboson excesses by means of a toy W ′ model
as an illustrative example (though it is disfavored by the 13 TeV data), we find that the signs of
resonance couplings can only be revealed in the line shape measurements up to a high confidence
level at a high luminosity, which could bring us further information on the underlying theory beyond
resonance searches at future lepton and hadron colliders.
I. INTRODUCTION
The presence of a massive particle always manifests
itself at high energy colliders as a resonance peak or sig-
nificant excess over the (smooth) continuum background,
if the decay products from the resonance particle can
be reconstructed to some extent. The bound states of
heavy quarks, top quark, W and Z bosons, and the 125
GeV standard model (SM) like Higgs are all observed
in such a quantum manner. Taking into consideration
both the production and decay processes, different helic-
ity states of the resonance particle might interfere with
each other [1–5]. It is more common that the the signal
resonance interferes with the continuum background, as
on colliders backgrounds are always unavoidable (non-
trivial phase between the signal and background ampli-
tudes could potentially affect dramatically the final ob-
servations [3, 5–8]). Representative examples of such cat-
egory are the bound on the Higgs total width in the ZZ∗
channel [9–15] and the Higgs diphoton channel at the
large hadron collider (LHC) [16–20], which are two of
the primary channels to observe the Higgs particle and
precisely determine its mass.
The signal-background interference terms are subject
to the magnitudes of couplings of the resonance state
to the initial and final states (compared to couplings
in the background processes) and the resonance width.
A wide resonance decay width would generally augment
the resonance signal, enlarge the relative size of signal-
background interference terms and reduce the detector
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smearing effect on the resonance line shape. The signs
of resonance couplings, more properly the relative sign
between the signal and background amplitudes, do also
matter. In case of the same (opposite) sign scenarios,
the signal and background amplitudes are additive (sub-
tractive) and interfere with each other constructively
(destructively). Combining both the effects from the
magnitudes and signs of resonance couplings, the signal-
background interference generally leads to distortions of
the pure resonance to some extent. In turn, experimen-
tal data in vicinity of the resonance could constrain both
the magnitudes and signs of couplings involved and help
to discriminate the constructive interference from the de-
structive one.
With regard to direct searches for heavy states at the
current running LHC II and future higher energy collid-
ers, the constructive/destructive interference can be used
to examine some specific beyond SM models and exclude
large portions of parameter space. An example at hand
is the tantalizing diphoton excesses at 750 GeV [21], see
e.g. [22]. However, the events with photon final states are
in general much less than in other channels (or it is very
easy to see such high energy photons due to the clean
background), and therefore it is rather challenging to ex-
tract useful information from line shape measurements
even at a realistically large luminosity. As we will see be-
low, only with a huge number of signal events could the
resonance shape be used to constrain relevant couplings
or beyond SM physics. Thus we resort to the excesses
around ∼ 2 TeV [23] which have a significantly larger
cross section than the diphoton events, though it is dis-
favored by the current 13 TeV data. The analysis in this
note is only an illustrative example to reveal how to use
resonance-background to constrain new physics; even if
the diboson data are falsified by upcoming 13 TeV data,
we can still apply such methods to heavy particle searches
at future colliders, as long as the requirement of large lu-
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FIG. 1: Two sources of the couplings between ρ and quarks
in the partial compositeness scenario. Left: from the mixing
of ρ with W boson. Right: from the mixing of quarks with
their composite partners.
minosity can be achieved.
Regarding the resonance at 2 TeV, the most significant
hint is in the WZ channel from the ATLAS data [23].
These high mass excesses have triggered intensive dis-
cussions and interpretations in terms of various beyond
SM scenarios [24–67]. In this work we use the ATLAS
WZ excess as trial data to demonstrate the construc-
tive/destructive signal-background interference effect in
the framework of a toy W ′ model, which can be gener-
alized to more realistic scenarios, more intricate analysis
and potentially even more resonance-like excesses in the
future, in a straightforward way.
A realistic example for the diboson excess with both
signs of couplings is the ρ boson in composite Higgs mod-
els (see for instance Refs. [8, 24, 25, 68]). To account for
the diboson excess and satisfy the bounds from other
channels (mainly the leptonic channels), the new parti-
cle should interact strongly with WZ (mainly the lon-
gitudinal components) and have suppressed couplings to
the SM leptons, which can be naturally realized by the
SU(2)L triplet spin-1 resonance ρ in composite Higgs
models. Moreover, by adding some degree of compos-
iteness to the valence quarks (see Fig. 1), one can tune
the couplings of ρ to quarks and obtain different signs,
hence producing the constructive or destructive interfer-
ence effect.
II. GENERAL ANALYSIS
In light of completeness of the SM blocks, the pres-
ence of new heavy resonance states undoubtedly means
the existence of beyond SM new particles and new inter-
actions connecting them to the established fundamental
elements. For concreteness, we consider a resonance X
decaying into two particles A and B, where A and B are
any species of (identical) particles within or beyond the
SM, and the invariant mass MAB can be (partially) re-
constructed at colliders. The amplitude X → AB can
then be formally cast into the expression
MSX(AB) = −
MprodX MX→AB
M2AB −M2X + iMXΓX
, (1)
where MX and ΓX are, respectively, the mass and width
of X, MprodX and MX→AB the production and decay
amplitudes. The propagator of X has been explicitly
shown, which is a crucial factor for the interference phe-
nomena. In vicinity of the resonance, different prescrip-
tions of the resonance structure lead to small discrepan-
cies quantitatively, which becomes more significant when
the width goes larger [13]. As a viable approximation,
we neglect such subtleness and work only in the stan-
dard Breit-Wigner formalism throughout this paper. In
the mean time, the smooth background Mbkg depends
also on the invariant mass MAB . In terms of the cross
section, the signal goes like
σSX(AB) =
∫
dMAB
S
(M2AB −M2X)2 +M2XΓ2X
∼ σSXBR(X → AB) , (2)
where S is some factor independent of the resonance
propagator, and BR the branching ratio. On the other
hand, the integrated interfering cross section reads
σintX(AB) = −2
∫
dMAB
(M2AB −M2X)<+MXΓX=
(M2AB −M2X)2 +M2XΓ2X
, (3)
where
< ≡ Re(MprodX MX→ABM∗bkg) , (4)
= ≡ Im(MprodX MX→ABM∗bkg) (5)
are, respectively, the real and imaginary contributions.
We can see that in the on-shell region, the interference
terms depend both on < and = as well as the width ΓX .
When the invariant mass is far away from the resonance,
i.e. |M2AB −M2X | MXΓX , on the other hand, only the
real part < contribute and it goes like
∼ −2Re(M
prod
X MX→ABM∗bkg)
M2AB −M2X
. (6)
In a large variety of popular new physics models, the
couplings of resonance X to the decay products and/or
the initial particles can take both positive and negative
values. Consequently, the signal resonance can inter-
fere with the continuum background constructively or
destructively, depending on whether the signal and back-
ground amplitudes are additive or subtractive, as afore-
mentioned. Given different signs of the couplings in-
volved, say ±gXAB , the total cross sections σ(pp→ X →
AB) are generally different, especially when the coupling
is small such that the quadratic or higher order terms of
gXAB in the cross section are not important [69].
As stated above, the signs of couplings could also
change the line shape of MAB . Specifically, the con-
structive interference tends to produce more events in
the higher mass region MAB > MX and, as a result, shift
the peak to the upward direction to some extent, while
the destructive interference distorts the resonance shape
in a right opposite manner. To quantify the asymmetric
3effect, we define the parameter [70]
Ai ≡
∫
dMAB
[
dσ
dMAB
−
(
dσ
dMAB
)
bkg
]
Θ(MAB −MX)∫
dMAB
∣∣∣∣ dσdMAB − ( dσdMAB )bkg
∣∣∣∣ ,
(7)
where the Θ-function is defined as
Θ(x) ≡
{ −1, x < 0
1, x > 0
(8)
which changes the sign when the resonance is crossed.
The Ai parameter could be either positive or negative
depending on the signs of resonance couplings and van-
ishes for the pure background. The background contribu-
tion has been subtracted to determine if the interference
is constructive or destructive.1 Note that with this def-
inition, the sign of Ai coincides with the relative sign
between the signal and background amplitudes; in other
words, Ai > 0 (Ai < 0) indicates the occurrence of con-
structive (destructive) interference.
Though the magnitudes of the numerator and denom-
inator of Ai depend on the binning of data in vicinity of
the resonance, the sign of Ai does not. One can extract
the Ai parameter from experimental data, and also ob-
tain it from some underlying theories or models with dif-
ferent signs of couplings, say ±gXAB for the X resonance.
By comparing the values of Ai from experimental data
and theoretical predictions, one can infer in a straight-
forward way which interference scheme is preferred, thus
constraining the couplings and parameter space in some
specific models.
III. LIMITED STATISTICS
We utilize a toy W ′ model to test the construc-
tive/destructive signal-background interference in the
ATLAS WZ channel. It is expected that with the lim-
ited statistics and large background we can not have any
significant hints of the signs of couplings.
Assuming simply the generation-universal coupling
gW ′ud and the W
′WZ coupling coefficient gW ′WZ in
terms of the SM WWZ interaction, the toy W ′ model
can in some sense mimic the extra charged gauge boson
in left-right symmetric models [71–73] or the ρ± boson
in composite Higgs models. To be more specific, we fix
1 Note that the parameter Ai is highly nontrivial in the experi-
mental side. The background has to understood very well, and
experimentally the mass MX is not known. In vicinity of the
resonance the peak shift due to signal background interference
has to been taken into consideration in a proper way. In the
analysis below we assume the central bin, c.f. Figure 2, can be
well identified and the shift effect is small and can be neglected
as a viable approximation.
the mass MW ′ = 2 TeV, the width ΓW ′ = 70 GeV and
gW ′WZ = +0.005 [24, 25], then the constructive and de-
structive interference scenarios emerge as the coupling
gW ′ud being, respectively, ±0.15. The signal process
pp → W ′ → WZ interferes with the SM background
pp → WZ, with the W ′ boson naturally the origin of ∼
2 TeV WZ excess events.
We implement simple cuts on the fat W and Z jets:
pT > 540 GeV and |η| < 2. The smearing effect due to
the finite detector resolution of the momenta of jets is
taken into consideration, following the procedure in [23].
Following Ref. [74], we assume the signal acceptance
times efficiency factor of  ' 0.07. Given the bench-
mark values of input parameters for the W ′ models given
above, we can fit roughly the ATLAS WZ excess [75].
Due to the limited statistics of current data, we use only
the three bins from 1.85 to 2.15 TeV to calculate Ai,
both for the constructive/destructive interference scenar-
ios and the ATLAS WZ data, which come out to be
±0.11 and −0.52+1.52−0.48. From these values we can see
that the destructive interference is relatively preferred
by the central value of Ai from current data. However,
as a result of the low statistics and large reducible non-
interfering JJ background, we can not distinguish clearly
the two interference schemes. In the fit, we find that the
jet smearing effect can moderately broaden the resonance
and tend to slightly decrease the difference of Ai for res-
onance couplings with different signs.
IV. PROSPECTS AT LARGE LUMINOSITY
It is promising that the constructive and destructive in-
terference hypotheses can be more clearly differentiated
at the higher energy, say LHC run II, with much more
signal data. It is promising that with upcoming more
data at 13 TeV LHC, we can have soon decisive conclu-
sion on the resonance at 2 TeV. As an explicit example,
we examine the signal background interference effect for
the 2 TeV resonance at 14 TeV with a large luminosity.
To be concrete, we utilize the input parameters in the
last section. All the four channels of leptonic, semilep-
tonic, and hadronic decays are considered: ```′ν, ``qq¯′,
`νqq¯ and qq¯q′q¯′′ with `, `′ = e, µ. As the decay products
are always highly boosted, it is common that some of
the qq¯(′) events appear to be large-R jets. We simulate
the signal process pp → W ′ → WZ and the dominate
backgrounds in Table I, and rescale simply the current 8
(or 13) TeV data to 14 TeV, assuming na¨ıvely the event
efficiencies being the same at the two energy scales. The
signal acceptance times efficiency for the four distinct
channels are from Fig. 1(a) of [74], where the branching
fractions of W/Z decays have been taken into considera-
tion. The background simulations follow Refs [23, 76–79],
for which we implement only the basic event selection
cuts. It should be aware that in the high mass region all
these channels might suffer from large systematic and/or
statistical uncertainties, depending on the future high en-
4TABLE I: Signals and dominate reducible/irreducible back-
grounds in the WZ final states at the 14 TeV LHC [74, 76–79].
channel backgrounds
```′ν WZ
``qq¯′ Z+jets
`νqq¯ W/Z+jets
qq¯q′q¯′′ jj
ergy data. In simulations we find that the hadronic chan-
nel is the most promising to confirm or exclude the 2 TeV
resonance, due to the large branching ratio.
As an explicit example of the interference effect, we
show in Fig. 2 the invariant mass MWZ in the trilep-
tonic and hadronic channels at the 14 TeV LHC. The
simulated line shapes for the background and the con-
structive/destructive interfering resonances are shown,
respectively, as dark, orange/blue lines, assuming a total
luminosity of 3000 fb−1. We reduce the rescaled JJ back-
ground in the hadronic channel from the 8 TeV data by
a factor of two, assuming for more events at LHC Run II
more jet techniques are used and a more aggressive cut is
made. For simplicity we implement only the simple cuts
as did in [76] and [23]. The quark jet smearing is per-
formed as stated above, while for the charged leptons we
assume na¨ıvely the energy uncertainty ∆E/E ' 1% [80].
It is found that the lepton smearing have only tiny effect
on the MWZ line shape and Ai. The expected local Ai
for the two channels are presented in Table II.2
For the “standard” scenarios Table II, the central 17
bins (with a bin width of 50 GeV) around 2 TeV are
used to calculate Ai. For the “optimal” scenarios, on
the other hand, the central seven bins are removed in
the calculation from the 17 bins, so only the 5 + 5 = 10
bins with larger interference effect are used and we obtain
the more aggressive predictions for the asymmetry factor
while suffer from larger statistical uncertainties due to
the reduced statistics. The uncertainties in the last col-
umn of Table II are the purely statistical one by simply
counting the event numbers. It is expected that the con-
structive and destructive interference schemes can be dif-
ferentiated at a reasonably large confidence level in both
channels. In the trileptonic channel it could even be fur-
ther improved to more than 5σ in the “optimal” scenario.
Here we perform only rather na¨ıve examinations of the
prospects in the purely leptonic and hadronic channels,
in the semileptonic channels we also expect a significant
differentiation of the two interference schemes. When all
these channels are combined together, the significance
can even be further improved. Furthermore, more accu-
rate estimations call for much more intricate simulations
2 Notice that large JJ background in the hadronic channel does
not contribute to the Ai factor, however, in real data analysis,
the effect of backgrounds on the uncertainties of Ai has to be
taken into consideration.
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FIG. 2: Invariant mass distribution of MWZ at the 14 TeV
LHC: the dark, orange and blue lines indicate, respectively,
the simulated background and resonances with constructive
and destructive interference at the integrated luminosity of
3000 fb−1.
TABLE II: Expected local Ai in the trileptonic and hadronic
channels for the constructive/destructive interference schemes
at the 14 TeV LHC, and their corresponding statistical un-
certainties at the integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
Ai scenario constructive destructive uncertainty
trileptonic
standard 0.25 −0.13 0.09
optimal 0.77 −0.37 0.18
hadronic
standard 0.20 −0.10 0.12
optimal 0.79 −0.33 0.54
and analysis. Short in all, in light of the estimated Ai
and uncertainties in Table II, given a huge amount of data
at the current running LHC II and more refined experi-
mental analysis, for instance the Boosted Decision Trees
method [81], we could probably reduce the statistical and
systematic errors to a sufficiently low level such that we
can measure the asymmetry factor Ai precisely and pin
down which interference hypothesis is the truth for the
2 TeV resonance, and thus constrain the signs of beyond
SM couplings.
V. CONCLUSIONS
Quantum interference is very common in the regime
of elementary particle physics. In presence of some res-
onances on top of the continuum background, it is un-
avoidable that interference would occur between the sig-
nal and background. The shape of resonances depends
both on the magnitudes of couplings involved and on the
5relative sign between the signal and background terms,
i.e. whether the interference is constructive or destruc-
tive. In this work we point out how the resonance shape
is affected and how to use the asymmetry parameter Ai
to differentiate the two distinct interference schemes.
Though a 2 TeV resonance is not favored by current
13 TeV data, the ATLAS diboson excesses are a viable
illustrative candidate for the time being to test the im-
plications of interference phenomena for future searches
and studies of high mass resonances at LHC run II and
the next-generation higher energy colliders. Implement-
ing a toy W ′ model as a solution to the excess in WZ
channel, we find that the constructive and destructive
interference schemes could be differentiated at a reason-
ably large confidence level in the trileptonic and hadronic
WZ decay channels (and also possible in the semileptonic
channels), and further improved to more than 5σ in the
“optimal” scenario for the trileptonic channel, as long as
a huge statistics of signal events is achieved (a luminos-
ity of 3000 fb−1 assumed for the diboson events). Even if
the 2 TeV excesses are excluded by upcoming data, the
signal-background interference and resonance line shape
are always useful to constrain the magnitudes and signs
of beyond SM couplings and exclude large portions of
parameter space in specific models.
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